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How to …  
 
Copy Data - RDS to/from BlueBEAR for Processing 

Copying Files Linux/UNIX device using cp: 
1. In a terminal window, ssh into bluebear by typing: 

ssh bluebear.bham.ac.uk or ssh <userID>@bluebear.bham.ac.uk 

 

2. The Research Data Store (RDS) is mapped automatically on BlueBEAR login and worker 

nodes. To verify this, type df for a listing of mapped drives. 
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3. To copy the directory Crane-03 from the Remote Data Store (RDS) to the BlueBEAR HPC, 

type the following command replacing <userID> with your loginID: 

cp -r /rds/projects/2015/<userID>-01/Crane-03 /gpfs/bb/<userID>/ 

For example: 

 

The -r option will copy the entire directory and all of its contents including subdirectories. 

 

4. When your job has completed, copy the files back to the Research Data Store by typing the 

following command replacing <userID> with your loginID: 

cp -r -i Crane-03 /rds/projects/2015/<userID>-01/ 

For example: 

 

The -r option will remove the entire directory and all of its contents including subdirectories. 

The -i option will prompt before overwriting files. 

 

5. Remember to remove the directory from BlueBEAR when you have completed your work. 
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Copying Files Linux/UNIX device using rsync: 
1. In a terminal window, ssh into bluebear by typing: 

ssh bluebear.bham.ac.uk or ssh <userID>@bluebear.bham.ac.uk 

For example: 

 

2. To copy the directory Crane-03 from the Remote Data Store (RDS) to the BlueBEAR HPC, 

type the following command replacing <userID> with your loginID: 

rsync -avh /rds/projects/2015/<userID>-01/Crane-03 /gpfs/bb/<userID>/ 

For example: 

 

Information about options: 

-a Archive option which preserves group and owner 

-v Verbose which tells rsync to report information 

-h Hardlink option preserves hardlinks 
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6. When your job has completed, copy the files back to the Research Data Store by typing using 

your login ID in place of <userID>:   

rsync -a /gpfs/bb/<userID>/nbu/Crane-03 /rds/projects/2015/<userID>-01/ 

For example: 

 

7. Remember to remove the directory from BlueBEAR when you have completed your work. 

For example: 

 


